Previous research has identified a population of cells throughout the limbic system that discharge as a function of the animal's head direction (HD). Altering normal motor cues can alter the HD cell responses and disrupt the updating of their preferred firing directions, thus suggesting that motor cues contribute to processing the HD signal. A pathway that conveys motor information may stem from the interpeduncular nucleus (IPN), a brain region that has reciprocal connections with HD cell circuitry. To test this hypothesis, we produced electrolytic or neurotoxic lesions of the IPN and recorded HD cells in the anterior dorsal thalamus (ADN) of rats. Direction-specific firing remained present in the ADN after lesions of the IPN, but measures of HD cell properties showed that cells had reduced peak firing rates, large directional firing ranges, and firing that predicted the animal's future heading more than in intact controls. Furthermore, preferred firing directions were moderately less influenced by rotation of a salient visual landmark. Finally, the preferred directions of cells in lesioned rats exhibited large shifts when the animals foraged for scattered food pellets in a darkened environment and when locomoting from a familiar environment to a novel one. We propose that the IPN contributes motor information about the animal's movements to the HD cell circuitry. Furthermore, these results suggest that the IPN plays a broad role in the discharge properties and stability of directionspecific activity in the HD cell circuit.
Introduction
A large body of research has identified a class of neurons in the limbic system that discharge as a function of an animal's head direction (HD), independent of location and ongoing behavior (for review, see Sharp et al., 2001a; Wiener and Taube, 2005; Taube, 2007) . A single HD cell fires action potentials only when the animal's head is pointed in a single direction, often referred to as the preferred firing direction. The direction in which an HD cell fires maximally can be controlled by visual cues such that rotation of a salient visual landmark can induce a corresponding shift in the preferred firing direction (Taube et al., 1990b; Taube, 1995) . However, the preferred direction can be maintained in the absence of visual information and when locomoting into a novel environment, suggesting that internally generated information, such as vestibular, motor efference copy, and proprioceptive cues, are crucial for the stability of directional tuning (Taube and Burton, 1995; Goodridge et al., 1998) . HD cells are found most prominently in the postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990a) , anterior dorsal thalamic nucleus (ADN) (Taube, 1995) , and the lateral mammillary nuclei (LMN) (Blair et al., 1998; Stackman and Taube, 1998) , as well as a number of other interconnected brain regions (Fig. 1) . Recent evidence suggests that the origins of the HD signal may reside within the dorsal tegmental nuclei (DTN) and LMN circuitry because both structures are reciprocally connected and both contain neurons whose firing is modulated by angular head velocity and head direction (Groenewegen and Van Dijk 1984; Zyo, 1984, 1989; Blair et al., 1998; Stackman and Taube, 1998; Bassett and Taube, 2001; Sharp et al., 2001) . Furthermore, lesions of either the DTN or LMN abolish direction-specific activity in the ADN (Blair et al., 1999; Bassett et al., 2007) . Although it is generally thought that vestibular information enters the HD circuit via a pathway originating in the medial vestibular nucleus3 nucleus prepositus/supragenual nucleus3 DTN (Liu et al., 1984; Brown et al., 2005; Biazoli et al., 2006) , it is presently not clear where motor cues might be integrated. One possible candidate is the interpeduncular nucleus (IPN) because of its reciprocal connections with the DTN (Fig. 1 ) (Contestabile and Flumerfelt, 1981; Liu et al., 1984; Groenewegen et al., 1986) and the finding that it contains neurons sensitive to running speed (Sharp et al., 2006) . The IPN receives inputs from both the medial and lateral subdivisions of the habenular nuclei, with the medial habenula sending the strongest projection to the IPN (Contestabile and Flumerfelt, 1981; Groenewegen et al., 1986) . The lateral habenula contains a small population of cells whose activity is correlated with the animal's movement speed and angular head velocity (Sharp et al., 2006) , and it receives most of its inputs from the entopeduncular nucleus, the rodent homolog of the medial globus pallidus in primates, which is consid-ered a major motor output pathway of the basal ganglia (van der Kooy and Carter, 1981) . Thus, given this circuitry, the IPN is in a pivotal position to convey motor information to the DTN for integration into the HD cell circuit.
The present study tested this hypothesis by recording from ADN neurons in rats with lesions of the IPN. After an initial recording session that characterized ADN HD cell properties, we tested whether HD cells in IPN-lesioned animals could be controlled by a salient visual cue. We then tested the cells under two different conditions that determined their ability to process idiothetic cues and update their preferred firing direction without the use of visual landmarks. Here we show that IPN lesions not only disrupt the idiotheticbased control of directional activity in the ADN but also produce mild impairments in visual landmark control. The results suggest a broad role for the IPN in the generation and maintenance of directionspecific activity in the HD cell circuit.
Parts of this work have been published previously in abstract form .
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Subjects were 27 female Long-Evans rats, weighing 250 -300 g at the beginning of testing. Rats were singly housed in Plexiglas cages and maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle. Water was provided ad libitum, although access to food was restricted as necessary to maintain the animal's body weight in the range of 85-90% of its free-feeding weight. All procedures involving the rats were performed in compliance with institutional standards as set forth by the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the Society for Neuroscience.
Presurgical training
Before all surgical procedures, rats were trained to forage for food pellets scattered on the floor of a gray wooden cylinder (76 cm in diameter; 50 cm high). The floor was composed of gray photographic backdrop paper that could be changed between sessions. The inside of the cylinder was featureless except for a white cue card occupying ϳ100°of arc attached to the wall that served as a visual landmark. The cue card was maintained at the same position throughout training. A black floor-to-ceiling curtain enclosure (2.5 m in diameter) surrounded the cylinder, and four uniformly arranged lamps were located above the cylinder to provide illumination. A color video camera (model XC-711; Sony) was centered above the cylinder ϳ3 m from the floor surface. Training continued until all animals spent 80 -90% of their time in the cylinder foraging for food pellets (5-7 d). The purpose of this task was to encourage the rat to visit all parts of the cylinder and thereby sample different head directions at different locations.
Lesions and electrode implantation
All animals were anesthetized with Nembutal (0.1 ml/100 g body weight) and given atropine sulfate (0.1 ml) to prevent respiratory distress. The animals were then placed in a Kopf stereotaxic instrument (David Kopf Instruments), and an incision was made to expose the skull. Rats receiving IPN lesions (n ϭ 13) first had a small hole drilled into their skull above the IPN. Rats were then given either electrolytic (n ϭ 7) or neurotoxic (n ϭ 6) lesions of the IPN. Electrolytic lesions were produced by first lowering a #0 stainless steel insect pin insulated by epoxylite (except for its 1 mm pointed tip) into four midline sites of the brain. The insect pin was allowed to sit for 2 min before current was passed. At each site, a 1 mA current was passed through the insect-pin electrode for 10 s. The insect pin was then retracted and lowered into the next lesion site. Neurotoxic lesions of the IPN were produced by infusing 0.15 L of a 100 mM solution of NMDA into six midline sites of the brain. The solution was infused at a rate of 0.02 L/min through a 1 L beveled Hamilton syringe. Before infusing the drug, the syringe remained stationary at each injection site for 3 min; this procedure presumably allowed the tissue to settle around the syringe. After each injection, the syringe was left in place for 5 min before being slowly removed. The needle was wiped with water between each injection and helped reduce overlying cortical damage. Electrolytic lesions were produced at four midline sites (in mm): posterior to bregma (P), Ϫ5.8 and ventral (V), Ϫ8.7; P, Ϫ6.2 and V, Ϫ8.5; P, Ϫ6.6 and V, Ϫ9.25; P, Ϫ7.0 and V, Ϫ9.4. Neurotoxic lesions were produced at six sites, with each site being 2.1 mm lateral to bregma and with the syringe at a 14°angle from the midline in the coronal plane (in mm): P, Ϫ5.6 and V, Ϫ8.8; P, Ϫ6.0 and V, Ϫ8.8; P, Ϫ6.4 and V, Ϫ8.8; P, Ϫ6.8 and V, Ϫ9.36; P, Ϫ7.2 and V, Ϫ9.36; P, Ϫ7.4 and V, Ϫ9.36. Electrolytic and neurotoxic lesion locations were based on coordinates provided by Paxinos and Watson (1998) and modified by previous histological results.
All animals (IPN, n ϭ 13; control, n ϭ 14) received implantation of recording electrodes above the ADN using the following coordinates: 1.5 mm posterior to bregma, 1.3 mm lateral to bregma, and 3.7 mm below the cortical surface (Paxinos and Watson, 1998) . Three of the lesioned animals were implanted 2 weeks after the lesions were produced, whereas the remaining animals were implanted immediately after the lesion surgery. Electrodes were constructed and surgically placed using methods similar to those described previously (Kubie, 1984; Taube, 1995) . Briefly, each electrode consisted of a bundle of 10 25-m-diameter nichrome wires that were insulated except at the tip. The wires were threaded through a stainless steel cannula that was moveable in the dorsoventral direction after being fixed to the skull using dental acrylic.
Screening procedures and experimental manipulations
After 7 d of recovery from surgery, electrodes were monitored or "screened" for cellular activity while the animals foraged for food in the training cylinder. To detect cell activity, electrical signals were passed through a field-effect transistor in a source-follower configuration. Signals were amplified by a factor of 10,000 -50,000 (Grass Instruments), bandpass filtered (300 -10,000 Hz, Ն3 dB/octave), and sent through a dual window discriminator (BAK Electronics) for spike discrimination. The position and directional orientation of the rat was determined by an (Sharp et al., 2001a; Taube and Bassett, 2003) . Arrows represent direction of information flow between connected areas. Black arrows represent excitatory connections, whereas the broken line depicts inhibitory connections. The DTN receives inputs from the nucleus prepositus, supragenual nucleus, and the IPN. The nucleus prepositus and supragenual nucleus both receive inputs from the medial vestibular nuclei, whereas the IPN receives inputs predominantly from the medial and lateral habenula. It has been proposed that IPN inputs into the DTN might be a source of motor input (Taube, 2007) , which together with the vestibular information relayed from the nucleus prepositus and supragenual nucleus represent multiple idiothetic pathways of information about self-movement projecting into the HD circuit. Previous studies suggest that the projections from the postsubiculum to the ADN and LMN constitute an allothetic pathway in which visual information enters the HD cell system . Finally, the connections between the DTN and LMN appear to be central to the generation of HD cell activity. LH, Lateral habenula; MH, medial habenula; MVN, medial vestibular nuclei; NPH, nucleus prepositus; PoS, postsubiculum; SGN, supragenual nucleus. automated video tracking system (Ebtronics). This video tracking hardware provided x and y coordinates of red and green light-emitting diodes (LEDs) secured 10 cm apart above the head and back of the animal, respectively. The head direction of the animal was determined by the relative position of the red and green LEDs. Screening continued until each of the 10 implanted wires had been examined for HD cells or other cellular activity. Units were classified as HD cells if they fired maximally when the animal was pointing its head in a specific direction (the preferred firing direction) independent of its location in the cylinder and its behavior such as locomotion, grooming, or eating. If no HD cells were detected, the electrode array was advanced 25-50 m, and the animal was returned to its home cage and monitored again either 4 h later or the next day. If an HD cell was identified, the animal was removed from the cylinder and placed in a cardboard box located outside the curtained area, and the apparatus was then prepared for three different tests (Fig. 2) .
Landmark rotation test. The landmark rotation experiment was used to assess whether IPN lesions affected the stability of the HD signal and visual landmark control of HD cell responses. The experiment consisted of three separate 8 min sessions (Fig. 2 A) . First, a standard session (standard 1) was performed in which HD cell activity was monitored and recorded while the rat foraged for food pellets in the cylinder. This session was followed by a cue-rotation session in which the visual landmark was rotated 90°in either the clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) direction. The rotation of the cue always occurred while the animal was in the cardboard box (i.e., out of the animal's view). Finally, the third session consisted of returning the cue card to the original position during the first session (standard 2). Between each testing session, the floor paper was replaced with clean paper and the cylinder walls were wiped down with 80% ethanol and a dry cloth to prevent the animals from using markings on the floor or wall as orientation cues. To mask auditory cues, white noise was played from an overhead speaker hidden on the ceiling. Animals were given disorientation treatments before each recording session by placing the animal in a cardboard box and rotating it slowly (0.2-0.5 Hz) while the experimenter simultaneously walked around the testing room twice. This disorientation treatment has been used in previous studies (Taube, 1995; Goodridge et al., 1998) and was used in this test to prevent the animal from using idiothetic cues to maintain orientation from one session to the next.
Dark test. An 8 min dark session in the cylinder was used to assess the idiothetic control of HD cells in IPN-lesioned animals. The test consisted of recording HD cell activity with the cue card removed and the room lights turned off (Fig. 2 A) . Illumination of the head-stage mounted LEDs was reduced to the minimum level needed for accurate tracking of the animal's HD. Before the dark test, the animals were removed from the cylinder and placed in a cardboard box while the floor paper was replaced and the cue card was removed from the cylinder. To start the test, the room lights were turned off and the rat was gently placed in the cylinder and allowed to chase food pellets for 8 min. Similar to previous studies (Goodridge et al., 1998; Golob and Taube, 1999) , animals were not disoriented before being placed in the cylinder for dark testing. After the 8 min dark test was complete, animals were removed from the cylinder and a final 8 min standard session (standard 3) was conducted in which the room lights were turned back on, the floor paper replaced, and the cue card returned to its original position. Rats were given a disorientation treatment before being placed in the cylinder for standard 3. White noise was played from a speaker on the ceiling during every test session to obscure potential auditory cues.
Dual-chamber test. The dual-chamber apparatus involves the animal self-locomoting into a novel enclosure (Taube and Burton, 1995) . Figure 2 B illustrates an overhead view of the dual-chamber apparatus, which is composed of two gray-colored compartments, a cylinder similar to that described above (76 cm in diameter) and a rectangle (51 ϫ 69 cm) interconnected by a narrow U-shaped passageway (41 ϫ 15 cm). The walls along one side of the alleyway were slanted by ϳ15°for the overhead video camera to view all areas of the passageway. A section of wall in each enclosure could be removed to control access between the two sections and the passageway. The walls of the rectangle were featureless except for a white cue card positioned along the wall such that it was rotated 90°C CW with respect to the cue card in the cylindrical compartment. The floors of the cylinder and rectangle were composed of gray photographic backdrop paper that could be changed between sessions and animals. The passageway contained a gray-painted wooden floor. The cylinder enclosure in the dual-chamber apparatus was similar to the cylinder the rats had been trained and screened in for several weeks, and, for that reason, the cylinder was considered a familiar environment to the animals. The passageway and the rectangle represented a novel environment because the animals had no previous exposure to them. HD cells in control animals typically maintain a similar preferred direction between both compartments of the dual-chamber apparatus (Taube and Burton, 1995; Stackman et al., 2003; Calton et al., 2008) , and it is has been shown that motor/proprioceptive cues available during the animal's journey from the cylinder to the rectangle are crucial for maintaining a stable preferred direction.
The procedure for the dual-chamber apparatus experiment consisted of three phases. First, the animal was placed in the cylindrical compartment of the apparatus with the door to the passageway closed ("cylinder 1 session"). After allowing the animal to forage for food pellets scattered on the floor of the cylinder for 4 min, the cylinder compartment door was opened and the animal was free to walk into the passageway and enter the rectangle. On entering the rectangle, the hidden door was closed, trapping the animal inside the rectangle environment while the activity of the HD cell was monitored for 12 min ("rectangle session"). After the rectangle session, the door to the rectangular compartment was opened and the rats were allowed to locomote back through the passageway to the cylinder, where they were again trapped while HD cell activity was monitored for another 4 min ("cylinder 2 session"). The dual-chamber appa- Figure 2 . A, Overhead view of the landmark rotation and dark test sessions. Each session, except the dark test, was separated by a period of disorientation treatment. The floor paper was replaced, and the walls were washed to remove lingering olfactory cues. White noise was played from an overhead location during each session to remove potential auditory cues. B, Overhead view of the dual-chamber test sessions. The door to the rectangle was closed during the rectangle session once the rat moved into the rectangle. The door to the cylinder was closed during both cylinder 1 and cylinder 2 sessions. ratus experiment was conducted only once per animal because the task requires the rectangular compartment to be novel. Thus, only one HD cell recording session was collected per animal in this task.
Data analysis
An automated video-computer tracking system, sampling at 60 Hz, recorded the number of spikes occurring during each sample period while simultaneously recording the x, y positions of each LED. Data analysis was accomplished offline using custom software (LabView; National Instruments). The animal's HD was sorted into sixty 6°bins. Basic directional characteristics of the recorded cells were determined by examining cellular activity during the standard cylinder 1 session. Cells from lesioned and control animals were compared on measures of peak firing rate, background firing rate, directional firing range, directional information content, and anticipatory time interval (Blair and Sharp, 1995; Taube, 1995; Taube and Muller, 1998) . The preferred direction was defined as the directional bin with the highest average firing rate. The peak firing rate was the average firing rate corresponding to the preferred direction. The background firing rate was the average firing rate of all other bins outside the directional firing range. The directional firing range was defined as the width at the base of a triangle fit to a firing rate versus HD plot. Directional information content is a measure of how many bits of head direction information is conveyed by each spike (Skaggs et al., 1993) and was calculated by the following formula:
, where p i is the probability that the head pointed in the ith directional bin, i is the mean firing rate for bin i, and is the mean firing rate across all directional bins.
The anticipatory time interval (ATI) is a measure of the amount of time that cell firing best predicts where the animal will be pointing its head in the future. Previous work has estimated that the activity of ADN HD cells reflect head directions ϳ25 ms into the future better than current head directions (Blair and Sharp, 1995; Taube and Muller, 1998) . Both sensory and motor inputs into the HD network have been postulated as a mechanism for this anticipatory activity (Blair and Sharp, 1995; Blair et al., 1997; Taube and Muller, 1998; Bassett et al., 2005; van der Meer et al., 2007) . In fact, previous work has shown that the removal of motor inputs can alter ATIs of HD cells in the ADN (Bassett et al., 2005) . Thus, because motor-related signals have been found in the IPN (Sharp et al., 2006) , it is possible that the IPN may play a role in this phenomenon. To address this possibility, we compared the ATI of standard 1 sessions in cells from control and IPN-lesioned animals using the methods of Blair and Sharp (1995) . First, HD cell tuning functions were calculated by constructing firing rate versus HD plots by first dividing the 360°directional range into 60 6°bins and then calculating the average firing rate for each bin. Tuning functions were constructed for CW and CCW directions, and the difference between the preferred firing directions for the two functions (i.e., separation angle) was determined. The spike record was then shifted forward and backward in time in steps of 16.67 ms (the maximum temporal resolution of the recording hardware) and the separation angle between the CW and CCW functions for head movements Ն90°/s computed for each shift. The spike series was shifted incrementally Ϯ6 times (Ϯ100 ms) relative to the HD series, providing 13 values of CW-CCW separation angles. A scatter gram was then constructed from the 13 CW-CCW separation angles and their corresponding time shift. The x intercept of the best-fit line of this plot is referred to as the ATI and is equivalent to the amount of time that the spike series has to be shifted to achieve overlapping CW and CCW functions.
Circular statistics (Batschelet, 1981) were used to determine the stability of the preferred firing direction between the three dual-chamber apparatus sessions and the landmark rotation and dark testing sessions. Angular shift scores across testing sessions were calculated using a crosscorrelation method (Taube, 1995) . This approach involves shifting the firing rate versus HD function of the first session in 6°increments while correlating this shifted function with the nonshifted function from the other session. The amount of shift required to produce the maximal Pearson's r correlation between the two sessions is defined as the angular shift score between the sessions. These values were then subjected to Rayleigh tests (Batschelet, 1981) to determine whether the scores were clustered randomly or whether the preferred directions tended to shift in the same direction and amount. The Rayleigh test computes a mean vector length (r) for the distribution of angular shift values. This r value represents the variability in the shift angles for the group, with values of 1.0 indicating an absence of variability. ANOVAs and independent sample t tests were used for group comparisons of the absolute angular shift scores produced during landmark rotation, dark, and dual-chamber sessions. We also performed an F test on the concentration parameter of the directional shifts between the cylinder and novel enclosure for the dualchamber task to determine whether there was a difference in the variance between groups (Batschelet, 1981) . This test examines whether shifts in the preferred firing direction are similarly concentrated around the mean value between groups (Batschelet, 1981 ) (this measure is comparable to angular variance in normal statistical analyses), an expected finding if lesioned animals have the same degree of orientation between the two enclosures of the dual-chamber task.
For all experimental comparisons, HD cells collected from IPNlesioned animals were compared with control data compiled from 11 unlesioned animals in the present study. To supplement our control data for analyzing the dual-chamber apparatus and landmark rotation tests, we randomly selected 29 HD cells from control animals collected in previously published studies using identical procedures and equipment (Taube, 1995; Calton et al., 2008) . There were no differences between the control data obtained in the present study and the control data from the previous studies.
Histological analysis
At the completion of the experiment, animals were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital, and a small anodal current (20 A, 10 s) was passed through two to four electrode wires to later conduct a Prussian blue reaction. The rats were then perfused intracardially with saline, followed by a 10% Formalin solution. Each brain was removed from the skull and was postfixed in a 10% Formalin solution containing 2% potassium ferrocyanide for at least 24 h. The brains were then cryoprotected in a 20% sucrose solution for 24 h and were then frozen and cut coronally at 30 m sections with a cryostat. Every section through the ADN was collected, and every third section was collected through the IPN. Sections were mounted on glass microscope slides, stained with thionin, and examined under light microscopy to determine the location of recording sites and evaluate the lesions. To quantify the extent of electrolytic and neurotoxic damage to the IPN, digital images were captured at three rostrocaudal levels (5.8, 6.3, and 6.8 mm posterior to bregma) provided by Paxinos and Watson (1998) . The area of undamaged tissue in the IPN was calculated at each rostrocaudal level using NIH ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html). Tissue was considered undamaged if it contained healthy neurons and few glial cells. Once the area of undamaged tissue was calculated, the area of spared tissue was summed across the three sections and compared with the average area measured in control rats. The total amount of damage was calculated using the following formula: tissue damaged ϭ [average area of IPN in control rats (pixels 2 ) Ϫ total area of spared IPN tissue in lesioned rats (pixels 2 )/ average area of IPN in control rats (pixels 2 )] ϫ 100%.
Results
Histology
Figures 3 and 4 show representative coronal sections of controls ( Fig. 3B) , IPN-neurotoxic lesioned rats (Fig. 3C) , and IPNelectrolytic lesioned rats (Fig. 4) at select plates from Paxinos and Watson (1998) . The overall amount of damage to the IPN varied from 78 to 100%. Eleven animals (n ϭ 6 electrolytic lesions, n ϭ 5 neurotoxic lesions) sustained a 90 -100% complete lesion of the IPN, whereas one electrolytic lesioned animal and one neurotoxic lesioned rat had 81 and 78% damage, respectively. Because the anatomical evidence indicates that the DTN has reciprocal connections most prominently with the rostral subnuclei of the IPN (Hemmendinger and Moore, 1984; Liu et al., 1984 ; Groenewegen et al., 1986), it was particularly important that these rostral portions were completely lesioned. In the present study, all 13 rats had 90 -100% complete lesions of the rostral IPN. For many animals (n ϭ 5), sparing of tissue was localized in the most caudal subnuclei of the IPN approximately at the level of Ϫ6.8 to Ϫ7.2 mm relative to bregma. Because there were no differences in the behavior and cellular activity of rats with damage throughout the rostrocaudal extent and those with lesions localized to the rostral IPN, all animals were pooled into one group. Lesions typically extended into lateral and dorsal structures, including the paranigral nucleus, interfascicular nucleus, caudal linear nucleus of the raphe, and the ventral tegmental area (Figs. 3, 4) . In 6 of the 13 cases, damage to these adjacent structures were incomplete and unilateral (Ͻ40%). Lesions to these areas were unavoidable because of their close proximity to the IPN. However, given that none of these areas are known to project directly to the DTN, or to any other brain regions intimately related to the HD cell circuit, it is unlikely that the damage sustained to these adjacent structures contributed to our experimental results. Six IPN-lesioned animals had minor unilateral damage (Ͻ30%) to the overlying parietal cortex. In four of these cases, the damage extended into the lateral border of the dysgranular retrosplenial cortex (Ͻ20%). Extensive lesions of the parietal cortex have been shown to impair some forms of navigation in spatial tasks (Save et al., 2001; Parron and Save, 2004) but have not been shown to disrupt HD cell generation or stability in the dual-chamber apparatus, dark tests, or landmark rotation tests (Calton et al., 2008) . The retrosplenial cortex has been shown to have an important role in navigational abilities in rats and, when extensively lesioned, can impair navigational accuracy in several spatial tasks Harker and Whishaw, 2004) . Because very large lesions of the retrosplenial cortex are required to obtain these deficits , it is unlikely that the Ͻ20% damage in the two IPN-lesioned animals contributed to our results. In addition, a recent study (Clark and Taube, 2009) described four cases in which similar parietal and retrosplenial cortical damage was induced in rats without lesioning the IPN and found that the animals were unimpaired in IPN-dependent spatial tasks, such as a table-top homing task and the hidden platform version of the Morris water maze (Morris et al., 1982; Frohardt et al., 2006) . In light of these considerations, we argue that lesions specific to the IPN were the most likely cause of our experimental findings.
Neural activity overview
The electrode arrays were judged to have advanced through the ADN in all 27 animals (data not shown). A total of 128 cells were isolated within the sampling range of the ADN from the 13 IPNlesioned animals. Of these cells, 54 were identified as HD cells, three cells were classified as theta modulated, and 71 cells had nondeterminable correlates. A cell was classified as a theta cell if it fired rhythmically in the theta frequency range (5-12 Hz) when its firing pattern was observed at a slow sweep speed (10 divisions/s) on an oscilloscope or listened to through an audio amplifier. Moreover, we identified whether its activity was correlated with periods of locomotor activity, a well documented behavioral correlate of theta rhythmic activity (Vanderwolf, 1969) . Three control rats were removed from the general activity overview because of poor histology. For the remaining 11 control rats, a total of 93 cells were isolated within the sampling range of the ADN. Forty of these cells were identified as HD cells, five cells were classified as theta modulated, and 48 cells had nondeterminable correlates. An ANOVA conducted on the percentage of cells that had HD correlates in IPN-lesioned animals (electrolytic lesions, 39.0 Ϯ 7.04%; neurotoxic lesions, 46.6 Ϯ 7.60%) did not differ significantly from the percentage of HD cells found in control animals (46.2 Ϯ 5.61%; F (2,21) ϭ 0.386; p ϭ 0.684). The incidence rate of HD cells (percentage of HD cells in the ADN) in intact animals is similar to previous reports (Taube, 1995; Bassett et al., 2007) . Table 1 shows the incidence rates for HD cells in lesioned and unlesioned animals.
Basic directional characteristics
Forty of 54 HD cells from IPN-lesioned animals and 36 of 40 HD cells from control rats were considered to be well isolated from background noise during the standard cylinder 1 session and were used in the following analyses. Because the basic directional characteristics of cells recorded from electrolytic (n ϭ 13) and neurotoxic (n ϭ 27) lesioned animals were not significantly different (t (38) ϭ 1.55, Ϫ0.985, 1.74, 0.218, Ϫ1.73, for peak firing rate, background firing rate, directional information content, directional firing range, and ATI, respectively; all p values Ͼ 0.05), we pooled the HD cells from both lesion groups into one group. Table 2 shows the mean and SE for peak firing rate, background firing rate, directional information content, directional firing range, and ATI for HD cells recorded in lesioned and control animals. As shown in the table, there were no obvious differences between lesioned animals and controls on measures of background firing rate and directional information content. This was confirmed by nonsignificant independent sample t tests for the two measures (t (74) ϭ 1.22 and Ϫ0.069 for background firing rate and directional information content, respectively; p Ͼ 0.05). IPN lesions did, however, significantly reduce the mean peak firing rate of HD cells by 21% relative to controls (t (74) ϭ 2.0; p ϭ 0.049). Interestingly, previous work has shown that the removal of normal motor cues by passively rotating the animals through the preferred directions of the cells have generally shown that the firing rate of HD cells is markedly attenuated and, in many cases, completely abolished (Taube et al., 1990b; Knierim et al., 1995; Taube, 1995) . Because these studies used a restraint protocol in which an animal is tightly wrapped in a towel, it was possible that the reduction in firing rate may have resulted from several potential confounds, including stress and body pressure. To avoid these confounds, Zugaro et al. (2001) substantially reduced motor cues instead by passively moving the animal on a wheeled cart and demonstrating that HD cells reduced their peak firing rate by as much as 27%. Our findings are consistent with the results of this latter study, suggesting that the IPN may be involved in setting the gain of the directional signal in the ADN, possibly through the network of movement-sensitive neurons found throughout the IPN (Sharp et al., 2006) .
Additional analysis revealed that animals with IPN lesions had wider directional firing ranges than control rats (t (74) ϭ Ϫ3.08; p ϭ 0.003). The larger directional firing range in IPN-lesioned rats could arise from drift in the preferred firing direction of the cell during the standard 1 session. Moreover, a drift in the preferred firing direction could have contributed to the reduced peak firing rates described above. To address this issue, we compared the absolute angular shift in the preferred firing direction between the first and last 2 min of the standard 1 session for control and lesioned animals. This analysis failed to reveal a statistically significant difference between the populations (t (74) ϭ 1.41; p Ͼ 0.05). Thus, because the preferred directions are similar Figure 4 . A, Representative section at Ϫ5.8 mm relative to bregma for a rat with a complete electrolytic lesion of the IPN. The black arrows show damage that extends bilaterally beyond the borders of the IPN into the paranigral nucleus. B, Representative section at Ϫ6.7 mm relative to bregma from the same electrolytic lesioned rat in A. Notice that, at this level, the lesion is complete but extends unilaterally into the ventral tegmental area.
between the first and last 2 min of the standard session, it is unlikely that drift in the preferred directions contributed to the wider directional firing ranges found in IPN-lesioned animals.
Five HD cells from the IPN lesion group and three HD cells from the control group were removed from the ATI analysis because of contamination by a second cell (this contamination did not alter the firing properties described above). Figure 5 shows a histogram of the ATI values of HD cells from both groups of animals. Note that the ATI values from IPN-lesioned animals generally fell on the right side of the histogram, whereas the ATI values from control animals fell on the left side. The ATI analysis revealed that animals with IPN lesions had HD cells that anticipated the animals future head position by a significantly greater amount than control rats (t (66) ϭ Ϫ2.96; p ϭ 0.004). Indeed, the ATI values of IPN-lesioned animals (64.7 ms) more than doubled that of the control animals (32.4 ms), a result that is similar to previous reports in which HD cells were recorded while animals were passively moved through their preferred firing direction, thereby removing normal motor cues (Bassett et al., 2005, their Table 1 ). The increase in ATI values is consistent with two other lesions studies: after bilateral lesions of the postsubiculum (Goodridge and and after unilateral lesions of the LMN (Blair et al., 1999) . In each case, lesions of the postsubiculum or LMN led to greater anticipation from recordings in the rat ADN. In the case of the postsubiculum lesions, HD cell anticipation doubled that of controls, a result that mirrors our results. Nonetheless, the greater anticipation observed in the present study may be attributable to the larger firing range of HD cells in IPNlesioned rats, because previous studies have shown that directional firing range values are positively correlated with ATI values (Blair et al., 1997; Goodridge and Taube, 1997; Taube and Muller, 1998) .
Landmark rotation test
A total of 29 HD cells from IPN-lesioned animals and 33 HD cells from control rats were recorded in the landmark rotation test. Twenty-two of the 33 control cells were drawn from a previous study using identical procedures (Taube, 1995; Calton et al., 2008) . Because the results obtained from landmark rotation testing did not differ between the two control groups, we pooled the data for statistical comparisons with the lesioned animals. Moreover, the results of landmark rotation testing did not indicate differences between the neurotoxic (n ϭ 19) and electrolytic (n ϭ 10) lesion groups (t (27) ϭ 0.305 and Ϫ0.763 for landmark rotation and returns, respectively; p values Ͼ 0.05); thus, for simplicity, we pooled the data for these animals. Figure 6 A presents polar plots of the angular shift between the standard 1 and rotation sessions, and Figure 6 B presents the shift between standard 1 and standard 2 sessions for each cell in control and IPN-lesioned groups. The plots in Figure 6 A show that cells from control animals (left panel) demonstrate reliable shifts of the preferred direction in the expected direction and amount as the cue card, whereas HD cells recorded from IPN-lesioned animals (right panel) fail to show similar reliable shifts. On average, HD cells from IPN-lesioned animals had greater absolute deviations from the expected 90°(mean absolute deviation from expected, 65.2 Ϯ 13.0°) compared with cells recorded in control animals (mean absolute deviation from expected, 11.1 Ϯ 1.79°). This difference in mean absolute deviation was significantly different (t (60) ϭ 4.38; p Ͻ 0.001), however, a Rayleigh test revealed that both groups had significantly nonrandom distributions (IPN lesion: mean vector lengths, (r) ϭ 0.452, p ϭ 0.0015; control: r ϭ 0.969, p Ͻ 0.001).
The nonrandomness of the distribution of angular shifts for IPN-lesioned animals may stem from the fact that the preferred firing directions shifted in the expected direction (23 times) more frequently than the unexpected direction (six times). This result indicates that the cue card had some control over the preferred firing directions. One possibility is that the control exerted by the visual landmark may have improved after repeated exposure to the cylinder/cue card during screening and recording sessions. To investigate this possibility, we calculated the total number of screening/recording sessions that each animal experienced before recording an HD cell in the landmark rotation test and correlated these values with the absolute angular deviation from the expected 90°. We predicted that, if the cue card gradually gained control of the preferred firing direction as the lesioned animal had more exposure to the cylinder/cue card, we would find a negative correlation between the number of sessions and the absolute angular deviation scores. Although a trend toward a negative relationship was observed between the number of sessions and absolute shift scores (r ϭ Ϫ0.16), this relationship failed to reach significance ( p Ͼ 0.05). This result suggests that the small amount of cue control observed in IPN-lesioned animals is unlikely to stem from repeated exposure to the cylinder and cue card. Because of poor isolation during the standard 2 session, three HD cells from IPN-lesioned animals and five HD cells from intact animals were not recorded during the subsequent standard 2 sessions. The plots in Figure 6 B show the angular shift scores between the standard 1 and standard 2 sessions. The right plot indicates that the preferred firing directions of HD cells in IPNlesioned animals did not always return to the standard 1 orientation. An independent sample t test confirms this observation by showing that IPN-lesioned rats had much greater absolute shift values between standard 1 and standard 2 sessions (43.4 Ϯ 9.73°) than those obtained from control rats (7.07 Ϯ 1.31°; t (52) ϭ 3.84; p Ͻ 0.001). Nonetheless, a Rayleigh analysis revealed that both groups had nonrandom distributions (IPN lesion, r ϭ 0.598, p Ͻ 0.001; control, r ϭ 0.986, p Ͻ 0.001), showing again that the cue card has some control over the preferred firing directions in lesioned rats.
The top panel of Figure 7 presents a representative HD cell recorded in an intact animal in which the preferred firing direction shifted in the correct direction and amount when the cue card was rotated 90°CCW. The bottom panel of Figure 7 shows an example of a cell recorded in an IPN-lesioned rat in which the preferred firing direction shifted in the opposite direction after a 90°CCW cue card rotation. However, when the cue card was returned, the preferred direction shifted back to its original orientation.
On a final note, although there were no significant differences in the mean deviation from expected scores between electrolytic and neurotoxic lesioned animals, there were some qualitative differences between the groups. Specifically, electrolytic lesioned animals had more cells that displayed preferred directions that under-rotated or shifted in the opposite direction in response to cue rotations. In contrast, many more cells from neurotoxic lesioned rats over-rotated in response to cue card rotations. We evaluated whether this difference was significant using a Pearson's 2 and found that the type of lesion was significantly associated with whether or not the preferred directions of HD cells over-rotated ( 2 (1) ϭ 8.6; p ϭ 0.003). It is unclear why HD cells in electrolytic and neurotoxic lesioned rats would show different responses in this testing condition, although it is possible that this result is attributable to chance because there were fewer cells recorded from electrolytic lesioned animals (10 vs 19 in neurotoxic animals) and because there were no significant or qualitative differences between the lesion groups when the cue card was returned to the standard location. Alternatively, it is possible that this difference is the result of damaged fibers of passage after electrolytic lesions but not in neurotoxic lesioned rats. One possible fiber tract that may have been damaged is the mammillotegmental tract, which is located dorsal to the IPN at its most rostral extent (Hayakawa and Zyo, 1989) . The mammillotegmental tract contains axons connecting the LMN and DTN, both of which are essential for normal HD cell activity in the ADN (Blair et al., 1999; Bassett et al., 2007) . However, it is unclear why damage to this tract would result in differences in the landmark rotation test but Asterisks mark r values that tested significantly nonrandom as indicated by the Rayleigh test (**p Ͻ 0.01; ***p Ͻ 0.001). For both groups, most cells exhibited a change in the preferred firing direction after the cue card rotation. Note that, although the variability in the shifts is much greater in IPN-lesioned rats, the shifts were distributed nonrandomly for both groups. B, Polar plots showing the angular shift in the preferred firing direction between the standard 1 and standard 2 sessions for control (left) and IPN-lesioned (right) rats. The 0°point indicates the expected vector if the shift values are perfectly predicted by the cue card rotation. Again, the shifts for IPN-lesioned rats are more variable but are distributed nonrandomly. no significant differences in the cells firing properties or their response to other cue manipulations (see below).
Together, the results of the cue rotation sessions demonstrate that the cue card was less capable of exerting control over the preferred firing direction of ADN HD cells in IPN-lesioned animals. Nonetheless, the significantly nonrandom distributions when the cue card was rotated suggest that some cue control was still present. The loss of cue card control over HD cells in IPNlesioned animals is milder than in studies in which rats were given neurotoxic lesions of the postsubiculum . For instance, cells in postsubiculum-lesioned animals rotated in the expected direction less frequently (27 of 61 sessions, 44%) than the cells reported for IPN-lesioned animals (23 of 29 sessions, 79%). Furthermore, Goodridge and Taube (1997) reported higher mean absolute shift values for postsubiculumlesioned animals in the cue rotation sessions (standard 1 to rotation, 76.4 Ϯ 11.7°; standard 1 to standard 2, 65.6 Ϯ 10.6°) compared with the means reported in the present study for IPNlesioned rats (standard 1 to rotation, 65.2 Ϯ 13.0°; standard 1 to standard 2, 48.4 Ϯ 9.73°).
Dark test
We recorded 25 HD cells from IPN-lesioned animals and 17 cells from control rats in the cylindrical enclosure with the cue card removed and the room lights turned off. Three HD cells from IPN-lesioned rats and one cell from the control group were not recorded in the third standard session because of poor isolation. Because there were no significant differences in the amount of drift in the dark tests between neurotoxic (n ϭ 18) and electrolytic (n ϭ 7) lesion groups (F (1,66) ϭ 0.767; p Ͼ 0.05), we pooled the data for statistical comparisons with intact animals. Figure 8 shows the directional correlates of an HD cell from a control (top panel) and IPN-lesioned (bottom panel) animal during the standard 2, dark test, and standard 3 sessions. Each circle in the plot represents the animal's HD and time (resolution ϭ 1 ⁄6 of a second) in which a recorded HD cell fired at a rate Ն50% of its peak firing rate (obtained from the overall firing rate vs HD plot). With open circles representing the standard 2 (0 -8 min) and standard 3 (16 -24 min) sessions and the filled circles indicating the dark test (8 -16 min), the stability of the preferred firing directions of HD cells can be monitored across sequential sessions. This figure clearly illustrates that the control animal displays stable activity For both animals, the cue card was rotated 90°CCW. Note that the preferred firing direction of the cell from the control animal shifted in the correct direction and amount. In contrast, the preferred firing direction of the cell recorded in the IPN-lesioned rat shifted in the wrong direction (CW) during the rotation session but followed the cue card back to its original angular location during the standard 2 session. Figure 8 . HD versus time plots of a representative HD cell from a control (top) and an IPNlesioned (bottom) rat during the standard 2, dark, and standard 3 sessions. Each circle represents the direction and time in which the HD cell fired at a rate Ն50% of its average peak firing rate. Open circles represent the standard 2 (0 -8 min) and standard 3 (16 -24 min) sessions. The filled circles represent the dark test (8 -16 min). Broken lines further demarcate each session. For the control animal, the preferred firing direction showed little to no fluctuation throughout the standard 2, dark, and standard 3 sessions. Notice, however, that for the IPNlesioned animal the preferred firing direction showed substantial drift during the dark test but not during standard 2 and 3 sessions.
clustered within a narrow range of directions across the three sessions, a result consistent with previous reports showing that HD cells can maintain their preferred directions in the dark for brief periods of time (Goodridge et al., 1998; Knierim et al., 1998; Golob and Taube, 1999; Calton et al., 2008) . In contrast, although the IPN-lesioned animal shows stable directional activity during the standard 2 and standard 3 sessions, the preferred firing direction of the cell drifts significantly across the 8 min dark session.
To quantify the amount of drift in the preferred direction, we computed an HD by time plot for each recorded cell during each standard 2, dark, and standard 3 sessions. We then performed a regression to fit the HD by time data and then used the resulting slope coefficient (in degrees per second) as an estimate of the amount of drift in the preferred firing direction. The resulting absolute slope values were multiplied by 480 s (8 min) to obtain the total intrasession drift for each cell. Figure 9A plots the average intrasession drift for IPN-lesioned and control rats during each testing session. On average, HD cells in IPN-lesioned rats had a greater amount of drift in their preferred directions than control rats during the dark test (IPN: dark test intrasession drift, 77.9 Ϯ 8.07°; control: dark test intrasession drift, 23.3 Ϯ 9.78°) but not during the standard 2 and 3 sessions (IPN: standard 2 intrasession drift, 25.9 Ϯ 8.07°; standard 3 intrasession drift, 35.7 Ϯ 8.58°; control: standard 2 intrasession drift, 27.4 Ϯ 9.78°; standard 3 intrasession drift, 22.7 Ϯ 10.1°). This result was confirmed by an ANOVA indicating a significant group ϫ session interaction (F (2,116) ϭ 5.25; p ϭ 0.007). Follow-up comparisons further confirmed that the groups differed significantly in the dark (t (40) ϭ 3.14, p ϭ 0.003) but not during the standard sessions (standard 2 and 3, respectively: t (40) ϭ Ϫ0.149 and t (36) ϭ 1.45; p Ͼ 0.05).
Although not statistically significant, one interesting observation was that the cells in lesioned animals had a higher average drift in their preferred directions during the standard 3 session (Fig. 9A) . It is possible that the dark test disoriented the animals, resulting in a slow drift across the standard 3 session. Alternatively, the preferred directions may have been slowly returning back to their original orientation after they had drifted in the dark test. This latter interpretation would suggest that the visual landmark had some control over the preferred directions of the cells. Given these considerations, we were interested in whether the landmark generally returned the preferred firing directions to their original orientation after they had drifted in darkness. To test this issue, we computed the absolute angular shift in the preferred firing direction between the standard 2 and standard 3 sessions for HD cells in the control and IPN-lesions groups. Figure 9B plots the angular shift scores between the standard 2 and standard 3 sessions. An independent sample t test indicated that cells in IPN-lesioned animals had much greater absolute shift values between the standard 2 and standard 3 sessions (54.6 Ϯ 11.6°) than those obtained from control rats (21.9 Ϯ 6.82°; t (37) ϭ Ϫ2.24; p ϭ 0.03). Nonetheless, a Rayleigh analysis revealed that both groups had nonrandom distributions (IPN lesion, r ϭ 0.489, p ϭ 0.003; control, r ϭ 0.837, p Ͻ 0.001), suggesting that the landmark had some control over the cells.
Related to the present experiment, Knierim et al. (1998) reported that ADN HD cells in intact animals rarely returned to their original preferred directions if they drifted Ն45°during darkness testing. However, if the cells drifted Ͻ45°, they returned to their original orientation ϳ50% of the time. Consistent with these findings, we found that, in the lesioned animals, 4 of the 12 cells (33%) that drifted Ն45°in the dark returned to within 30°of their original preferred firing directions during the standard 3 session. In comparison, 5 of 10 cells (50%) in the lesioned animals returned to their original orientation after drifting Ͻ45°d uring the dark test. For control animals, none of the preferred firing directions of the cells exceeded 45°of drift during dark testing, perhaps because of the brief duration of the session. In fact, only 4 of the 16 control cells exceeded 30°of drift. However, inspection of the control data show that 11 of the 16 cells (69%) returned to within 30°of their previous orientation during standard session 3. Considering the results of both groups, these findings suggest that the landmark can exert some control over the preferred direction if the drift in the preferred direction is small. However, if the drift is larger, then the landmarks have weaker control over the preferred firing directions of the cells. Thus, it is possible that the poor landmark control in the lesioned animals can be attributed to the large drift during darkened testing.
To summarize, HD cells in IPN-lesioned animals were unable to maintain their preferred firing orientation during the 8 min dark session but were capable of maintaining it during the standard sessions in which the landmark cue was visible. The fact that cells in IPN-lesioned animals had large directional deviations during the dark test but not during other sessions supports the notion that the lesions interfere with the animal's ability to use idiothetic cues for stabilizing the preferred firing direction. The finding that HD cells were stable during the standard 2 and 3 sessions suggests that the visual landmark was capable of controlling the activity of cells in IPN-lesioned animals. Finally, HD cells in lesioned animals rarely returned to their original orientation Figure 9 . A, The mean and the SE for the intrasession drift (degrees) obtained for IPNlesioned and control rats during standard 2, dark, and standard 3 testing sessions. Note that the statistical comparisons indicate a significant difference during the dark test but not for the standard sessions. B, Polar plots showing the angular shift in the preferred firing direction between the standard 2 and standard 3 sessions for control (left) and IPN-lesioned (right) rats. Cells from IPN-lesioned rats had larger angular shifts than control animals but were distributed nonrandomly (**p Ͻ 0.01; ***p Ͻ 0.001).
after dark testing and may be linked to the amount of drift in the preferred firing direction during the dark tests.
Dual-chamber test
A total of 13 HD cells from control animals and 10 HD cells from IPN-lesioned rats were monitored in the dual-chamber apparatus. Seven of the 13 control cells were obtained from two previous studies using identical procedures and equipment (Taube and Burton, 1995; Calton et al., 2008) . The results from both control groups did not differ significantly when tested in the dualchamber apparatus and were therefore pooled into one group. In general, cells from control rats typically exhibited stable preferred directions when locomoting from the familiar cylindrical enclosure to the novel rectangular enclosure, strongly suggesting that intact animals used idiothetic cues to maintain a stable preferred firing direction when locomoting into a novel environment. A representative firing rate versus head direction function from the familiar cylinder (cylinder 1) and the novel rectangular compartment (rectangle) conditions of the dual-chamber apparatus are shown for a control and IPN-lesioned animal in Figure 10 . Compared with control rats, cells from IPN-lesioned animals exhibited less stable preferred firing directions when the animal walked from the cylinder to the rectangle. There was a trend toward greater angular shift values between the cylinder and the rectangle for electrolytic (n ϭ 4) lesioned animals compared with neurotoxic (n ϭ 6) lesioned rats; however, this trend did not reach statistical significance (t (3.4) ϭ Ϫ2.39; p Ͼ 0.05), possibly because of the small number of cells in each group. Thus, for statistical comparisons with control rats, we pooled the results of both lesion groups. An independent sample t test comparing the absolute angular shift of cells from IPN-lesioned and control animals confirmed that the absolute angular shifts were greater in lesioned rats (t (21) ϭ 3.9; p Ͻ 0.001), and the variability in the directional shifts (concentration parameter) was greater for lesioned animals than for controls (F (1,21) ϭ 17.96; p Ͻ 0.001). Thus, whereas cells from IPN-lesioned rats showed an average absolute angular shift of 60.0 Ϯ 13.7°between the two enclosures, cells from control rats had much smaller values (12.5 Ϯ 2.2°). Figure 11 A shows polar plots of the angular shift between the familiar cylinder and the rectangle for each cell in control (left panel) and IPN-lesioned (right panel) groups. Rayleigh tests were conducted on these angular shift values to determine whether they were distributed nonrandomly, an expected outcome if the animals were using idiothetic cues. The Rayleigh analysis indicated that angular shift values were distributed randomly in rats with IPN lesions (r ϭ 0.483; p ϭ 0.10), whereas shift values were found to be nonrandom in control animals (r ϭ 0.971; p Ͻ Figure 10 . Representative firing rate versus HD tuning curves for HD cells from representative control (top) and IPN-lesioned (bottom) animals in the dual-chamber apparatus. The solid line indicates the cylinder 1 session, and the broken lines represent the rectangle session. Note that the cell from the control rat maintains a similar preferred direction during the transition from the familiar cylinder to the novel rectangle. In contrast, the tuning curve for the IPNlesioned rat demonstrated a large 54°CCW shift. Figure 11 . A, Polar plots showing the angular shift in the preferred firing direction between the cylinder 1 and rectangle sessions for control (left) and IPN-lesioned (right) rats. The plots reveal that the IPN-lesioned animals had larger angular shifts than the cells from control animals and were distributed randomly (***p Ͻ 0.001). B, Polar plots showing the angular shift in the preferred firing direction between the cylinder 1 and cylinder 2 sessions for control (left) and IPN-lesioned (right) rats. Cells from IPN-lesioned rats had larger angular shifts than control animals but were distributed nonrandomly (**p Ͻ 0.01; ***p Ͻ 0.001). For the control group, the gray circles represent the shift values for animals included in the present study, and the black circles represent shift values from previous studies. For the IPN-lesioned group, black and white circles show values from neurotoxic lesioned and electrolytic lesioned animals, respectively.
0.001). This latter analysis suggests that IPN-lesioned animals were unable to use idiothetic cues effectively to maintain the same preferred firing direction between the two compartments. It should be noted, however, that many of the HD cells (8 of 10) in the lesioned group had angular shift values Ͻ90°, suggesting that some updating by idiothetic cues was maintained. Nonetheless, the results are consistent with the findings of Stackman et al. (2003) who reported a similar distribution of shift values and Rayleigh scores after removal of normal motor cues (Stackman et al., 2003, their Fig. 3 ). Figure 11 B shows the angular shift scores between the original cylinder (cylinder 1) and return-cylinder (cylinder 2) sessions for cells in IPN-lesioned (right panel) and control (left panel) groups. The preferred firing directions of cells from control animals generally returned to the directions established in the original cylinder sessions (mean shift, 8.30 Ϯ 1.45°). On average, cells from IPN-lesioned rats had higher absolute angular shift scores (mean shift, 31.8 Ϯ 10.7°), suggesting that some cells adopted new preferred firing directions when the animals returned to the cylinder. Although an independent sample t test on the absolute angular shift values indicated a significant difference (t (21) ϭ 2.48; p ϭ 0.022), a Rayleigh analysis indicated that angular shift values were distributed nonrandomly for cells in both groups (IPN lesion, r ϭ 0.752, p ϭ 0.002; control, r ϭ 0.986, p Ͻ 0.001). Thus, the Rayleigh test suggests that familiar cylinder landmarks can exert some control on the preferred firing direction of cells in IPN-lesioned rats. It is interesting to note that, of the cells in lesioned rats that rotated their preferred firing directions Ն45°i n the novel rectangle, two of six preferred firing directions (33.3%) returned to within 30°of their original orientation when the animal walked back to the familiar rectangle. In contrast, four of four cells that had directional shift values Ͻ45°in the novel rectangle shifted their preferred directions back to the original orientation within the familiar cylinder. None of the cells in intact rats exhibited preferred directional shifts Ͼ45°when locomoting into the novel rectangle, and all of their tuning curves returned to their original orientation when the animal returned to the familiar cylinder. Together, the observation of large shifts in the preferred firing directions may explain the poor landmark control after the lesioned animals returned to the familiar cylinder.
To summarize, HD cells from IPN-lesioned animals were unable to maintain their preferred firing direction when the animal entered the novel rectangular section of the dual-chamber apparatus, suggesting that the animals were impaired at using selfmovement cues for preferred firing direction stability. Thus, this finding supports the notion that the IPN is important for relaying motor cues into HD cell circuitry. In addition, when returning to the familiar environment, cells in IPN-lesioned animals displayed slightly larger angular shift scores than control cells. Although this latter finding did not lead to randomly distributed shift scores, the results suggest that IPN lesions can create mild disturbances in the ability of familiar visual landmarks to control the preferred directions.
Discussion
The present study examined the role of the IPN in generating and maintaining direction-specific firing in HD cells from the ADN. Although large lesions of the IPN did not abolish directionspecific activity of ADN HD cells, inspection of their firing characteristics revealed several major differences compared with controls. IPN lesions reduced the overall peak firing rate, increased the directional firing range, and increased the amount cell firing anticipated future directional heading. Furthermore, tests in lesioned rats revealed that the preferred firing directions of the cells were less influenced by a salient visual landmark. Finally, HD cells in IPN-lesioned rats exhibited larger shifts in their preferred firing direction than control animals when foraging in a darkened environment and when locomoting from a familiar environment to a novel one. The results suggest that the IPN serves a broad role in the generation and maintenance of the HD cell signal in the ADN. We suggest that, because of its strong connectivity with brain regions linked to processing motor information (Morley, 1986; Klemm, 2004) and the finding of movement sensitive neurons in the IPN (Sharp et al., 2006) , its function is related to the signaling of idiothetic motor cues to HD cell circuitry.
IPN and idiothetic control of HD cell preferred directions
The finding that lesions of the IPN reduce the stability of HD cells during idiothetic-based tests is consistent with the proposal that the IPN is involved in the signaling of movement-related cues. Stackman et al. (2003) examined the degree to which motor cues contribute to preferred direction stability by passively transporting rats on a wheeled cart from a familiar chamber to a novel enclosure in the dual-chamber apparatus. Under these conditions, the preferred firing directions of ADN HD cells shifted significantly more than rats that self-locomoted to the novel environment, suggesting an important role for normal volitional movements in updating the preferred direction under conditions that most likely require path integration mechanisms. Our results were consistent with these findings as the preferred directions drifted significantly when the IPN-lesioned animals locomoted into the novel rectangular environment. An interesting correlation between the results of lesioned animals in the present study and the passively transported rats in the study by Stackman et al. (2003) is that the angular shift values of the preferred firing direction between the familiar cylinder and novel rectangle rarely exceeded 90°(two cells in each study). This result implies that other idiothetic cues, such as vestibular or even other sources of motor information, may have had some residual control over the preferred firing directions of the cells. Nonetheless, additional testing revealed that IPN lesions induced a large amount of drift in the preferred directions when the rats foraged for food under darkened conditions. These findings suggest an important role for the IPN in the idiothetic control of HD cell activity.
The idiothetic or path integration-based control of HD cells likely involves a number of processes, including, but not limited to, (1) the establishment of an initial direction, (2) the monitoring of idiothetic signals, and (3) the computation of the current heading direction based on an initial orientation and subsequent self-movement signals (Skaggs et al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 1996; Redish et al., 1996; Zhang, 1996; Song and Wang, 2005) . Although it is possible that IPN lesions may have disrupted any one of these processes, we suggest that the structure is at least involved in conveying motor-related signals to HD cell circuitry (Sharp et al., 2006) , likely through its reciprocal relationship with the DTN and its connections with the lateral habenula, which also projects to the DTN (Fig. 1) (Contestabile and Flumerfelt, 1981; Liu et al., 1984; Hayakawa and Zyo, 1985; Groenewegen et al., 1986) . Lateral habenula neurons are sensitive to running speed and angular head velocity (Sharp et al., 2006) , suggesting that information about self-movements is also generated in this structure. Motor/proprioceptive cues may alternatively be integrated into the HD cell circuit as early as the vestibular nucleus (Angelaki and Cullen, 2008). Evidence for this view stems from studies in monkeys showing that the activity of vestibular neurons is diminished during active angular head movements but not dur-ing passive movements (Roy and Cullen, 2004) . Nonetheless, this finding is difficult to reconcile with the fact that angular head velocity cells in the DTN respond more robustly to active than passive head movements (Sharp et al., 2001b) .
IPN and landmark control of HD cell preferred directions
The finding that the visual landmark exerted poor control over the preferred directions of lesioned animals was surprising given the absence of direct inputs from brain regions involved in visuospatial processing (Morley, 1986; Klemm, 2004) . As shown in Figure 1 , the processing of landmark cues is generally thought to occur in a circuit that includes the postsubiculum , a major recipient of projections from the visual cortex (Vogt and Miller, 1983) , and several other brain regions involved in visuospatial processing, including the retrosplenial and entorhinal cortices (van Groen and Wyss, 1990; Burwell, 2000; Kerr et al., 2007) . Nonetheless, it is possible that at least some of the poor landmark control in lesioned animals was the direct result of the large angular shifts in the preferred direction during the idiothetic tests (dark test and dual-chamber apparatus). Similar observations were made by Stackman et al. (2003) when rats were passively wheeled from the cylinder to the novel rectangle and then allowed to walk back to the familiar cylinder compartment. In this case, if the amount of shift was large when entering the novel environment, the preferred directions of HD cells did not return to their original orientations when the rats walked back to the familiar cylinder. Knierim et al. (1998) found a similar effect in darkened conditions. Interestingly, in the present study, the average absolute angular shift of HD cell preferred directions in both idiothetic tests was ϳ70°for lesioned animals, whereas the average shift in both tests was ϳ17°for control animals. These differences in shift magnitude during the idiothetic tests may have contributed to the moderate landmark control deficits observed in lesioned animals.
The explanation above does not explain the poor control over HD cell tuning in lesioned rats when the landmark was shifted 90°d uring the cue rotation tests. One possible explanation is that the IPN lesions produced attentional disturbances, perhaps by altering the ability to detect the degree of landmark rotation. An attentional hypothesis, however, does not account for the stable preferred directions of HD cells during the standard testing sessions versus the drift observed during dark testing, unless the attentional deficit has a greater impact on idiothetic cue control and has a milder influence on landmark information. Furthermore, during the landmark rotation series, the preferred directions rotated in the correct direction 79% of the time, suggesting that the animals detected changes in the landmark location. An attentional hypothesis is also difficult to reconcile with the results of a preliminary study showing that animals with lesions of the IPN can readily navigate to a standard cued platform in the Morris water maze but not to the hidden platform in a spatial variant of the task (Clark and Taube, 2009) . Such findings suggest that the lesioned animals can continuously attend to cues directly associated with a goal location but are impaired at learning the spatial relationship of the goal with the distal landmark cues. This result suggests that the IPN plays a more fundamental role in spatial navigation. A second explanation for the moderate loss of landmark control is that the impairments might be secondary to the loss of idiothetic information. Recent theoretical work suggests that a stable spatial framework based on idiothetic information is required for visual cue learning in HD and hippocampal place cell networks (McNaughton et al., 1996; Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997). For example, Knierim et al. (1995) showed that landmark control over HD cell and place cell activity was weaker in animals that were disoriented before each recording session (but see Dudchenko et al., 1997) . Complete removal of vestibular information abolishes directional activity in the ADN and place cell activity in the hippocampus, despite the presence of familiar cues (Stackman and Taube, 1998; Stackman et al., 2003) . Moreover, the removal of normal motor cues significantly reduces the spatial resolution of hippocampal place cells and reduces the control exerted by visual cues in a familiar environment (Foster et al., 1989; Terrazas et al., 2005) . Together, these findings suggest that landmark information is learned in relation to idiothetic information and thus might account for the loss of landmark control in the present study.
IPN and behavior
The IPN has been implicated in a variety of functions, including homeostasis, olfactory behavior, stress, sleep, nociception, and learning (for review, see Morley, 1986; Klemm, 2004) . Despite the wide range of behaviors linked to the IPN, there has not been a similar investigation of its role in navigation. Recent findings from our laboratory show that IPN lesions impair performance in both path integration and landmark-dependent spatial tasks (Clark and Taube, 2009) . Other studies report similar landmark navigation impairments when the habenula is electrolytically damaged (Lecourtier et al., 2004) . Given that the IPN and its related circuitry are one of the major links between limbic forebrain, striatum, and brainstem structures (Sutherland, 1982; Klemm, 2004; Lecourtier and Kelly, 2007) , future work should be directed at elucidating the precise role of this circuitry in spatial navigation and memory.
